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Grand Valley receives pieces of African American history
John Bankston Grand
Rapids Times archive
now housed at GVSU
By Alan Ingram
GVL Managing Editor

More than 10 years of re
search by a former Grand Val
ley State University associate
professor of African and Afri
can American studies led to the
donation of years of African
American history to the univer
sity.
Ronald Stephens has been
researching the African Ameri
can resort Idlewild for about
13 to 14 years. While conduct

ing his research, he came across
a rare collection of material
from the John Bankston Grand
Rapids Times, which he turned
over to GVSU archivist Robert
Beasecker on June 13.
The
collection
includes
about 2,000 negatives, about
500 photographs, copies of the
paper and various other article
clippings. The collection will
be used for research purposes at
the university.
“Over a half of a century of
black history in Grand Rapids
are in that collection,” Stephens
said.
Founded in 1952 by Bankston,
the newspaper focused in on top

ics including civil rights, social
Stephens eventually made a
gatherings and entertainment. trip to Mississippi to meet with
Bankston,
Bankston sold the
paper in 1988 and
where he re
moved to Rich
ceived the ar
“Over a half of a century
land, Miss.
chives.
The
current of black history in Grand
T
o
Rapids are in that
owner of the
Bankston's
Times did not
knowledge,
collection.”
know how to lo
there are no
cate
Bankston.
copies
of
One of Stephens’
the
original
RONALD STEPHENS
newspapers
GVSU co-work FORMER GVSU PROFESSOR
ers, Sandra Jen
left, Stephens
nings, put him
said.
There
are, however,
in touch with her
mother, who was able to con some copies on microfilm. They
nect him to Bankston, Stephens are owned by the Library of
explained.
Michigan and the Clark Histori
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All aboard: Students board the Rapid GVSU Campus Connector (route 50) in front of Mackinac Hall July 11, 2005.

the Political Actions Commit
tee for the Student Senate, said
he believes it will bring GVSU
closer to the community.
“The business community
of Allendale takes an active
role participating in events
with Grand Valley," he said.
“If students frequent the busi
nesses, we might have a way to
make this a college town.”

Green added that students
tend to turn away from Allen
dale, labeling it as a farm town,
and instead go to Standale or
other local cities.
“Allendale felt it was time
to do something, so it is reach
ing out to students at GVSU,”
he said.
Purkal said he thinks the
route will help support the lo

cal businesses. “What’s t
point (of having the stores]
students don’t have a way
reach these places?” he said
If given the OK, the roi
will run on a half an hour cy<
from 7:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
will be monitored during
six-week trial to determine
it will become a permanent i
dition.

GVSU football player dies of natural causes
GVL Managing Editor

Grand Valley State University
mourned the loss of sophomore Jer
maine Brown, after he died of natural
causes at his home on Tuesday. June
28. He was 21 years old.
Brown was a defensive back for
the Laker football team. He joined the
GVSU squad after playing at Olivet
College for one year.
His mother. Katherine Holmes, de
scribed her son as someone who loved
hard, had a calm spirit and respected
others. She added that he took pride in
what he did.
“He really lived to help other peo
ple. especially his brother and the com
munity,” Holmes said. “I never had to
tell Jermaine to do anything twice at
home.”
Brown, a physical science major at
4
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GVL Editor in Chief

The Rapid service may
expand, allowing students
to shop, work and eat at
nearby locations

By Alan Ingram

program to make it accessible
to every student who is at that
university that understands the
importance of taking something
outside their comfort zone.”
In addition to the student
body and the program, Stephens
said he donated the archive be
cause he thinks Beasecker will
take good care of the collection.
While he is currently work
ing at the Metropolitan State
College of Denver, he plans to
return to GVSU in the fall to
celebrate the 10 year anniver
sary of the African American
Studies program and to help
Beasecker identify all the mate
rial in the collection.

Cimitile
is new
assoc.
dean

Bus 36
heads to
Allendale

“Many students are not fa
miliar with what is in that di
rection and what the area has
to offer,” Beelen said.
Beelen added it would also
serve off-campus students liv
By Jenna Carlesso
ing to the west who need a ride
GVL News Editor
to school. The decision comes
down to the cost, which is still
Students without cars may undetermined at this time, he
have a new way to cruise said. GVSU will share costs
through Allendale this fall. with the Allendale Chamber of
Grand Valley State Univer Commerce.
sity and the Interurban Tran
“This is a good example
sit Partnership are looking to of the cooperation that exists
provide a new bus route which between the town and the uni
will make stops at many local versity,” said Tim Schad, vice
businesses, including Save-A- president for finance and ad
Lot and the Main Street Pub.
ministration. “[Our objective
The ITP has had a contract is] to transport students quick
with GVSU since 2000.
ly and easily.”
Although no plans have
Student Senate President
been confirmed, requests from Tony Purkal said he believes it
Allendale businesses and off- may help students get involved
campus students have pushed in the workforce.
ideas into ac
“This
tion.
GVSU
opens up op
currently runs
portunities
two bus route
for students
“This opens up opportunities
services, in
to take on
for students to take on jobs
cluding
the
jobs in the
in the Allendale community.”
Campus Con
Allendale
nector and a
community,”
second
bus
Purkal said.
which
stops
“There
are
TONY PURKAL
at the Riverso many at
STUDENT SENATE PRESIDENT
Town Cross
tempts
at
ings mall and
making [this]
off-campus
a more stu
student resi
dent-friendly
dences. The route expansion college town. This will defi
would mean adding one bus nitely encourage that.”
that runs from the Allendale
Aside from employment and
campus to the Heritage Towne shopping options, the route
Square apartments, stopping may offer other benefits.
at stores and restaurants in be
Beelen said the new bus may
tween.
stop at certain parking lots off
“The key was to get the campus where commuter stu
route done in a reasonable dents can park and then take
amount of time so students can the bus to school.
take advantage [of it],” said
“I think students need to
Jim Beelen, Allendale Town know there are buses that can
ship Supervisor.
serve them, even those who
If approved, the plan is to live farther away from cam
run a six-week trial of the new pus,” he said.
bus route when classes begin
Jeff Green, vice president of
in the fall.

cal Library.
Stephens was at GVSU tor
two years. During his tirst year,
he was an associate professor of
sociology, but after the College
of Interdisciplinary Studies was
formed, he became an associate
professor of African and Afri
can American studies. He also
headed the African American
Studies program, which he said
has not had a lot of visibility in
its about 10-year existence.
“I wanted to leave a legacy
at Grand Valley.” Stephens said
when asked why he donated
the collection, "because 1 put
in a lot of hard work in the two
years I was there to build that

GVSU, tried to live by example, espe added he never complained that they
cially when it came to his 14-year-old did not have a lot of money.
brother Alan. Holmes explained.
“He worked really hard for what he
Holmes said she had Brown at a wanted,” Holmes said, explaining that
he had his first job at
young age, so they
Meijer when he was
were like friends to
14 years old. She add
each other.
“I taught him how to
ed that he believed if
“I taught him how to grow
grow up, and he taught
people wanted some
up. and he taught me how
me how to stand up."
thing they had to go
to stand up.”
Holmes said. “That’s
out and get it on their
own. His career goal
the kind of relation
ship we had.”
was to be a physical
therapist in sports
Since the two were
KATHERINE HOLMES
so close. Holmes said
science.
MOTHER
she will miss her son’s
Brown
played
football since he was
presence in her life.
She explained that he
young, and had the
brought peace and comfort to her life opportunity to play at the Pontiac Siland that she could always talk about verdome for the state championship
things with her son.
when he was a tenth grade student at
Brown had a good work ethic and Grand Rapids Creston High School.
always held a job, Holmes said. She
Brown’s mother said he loved not

4
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only the excitement
and challenge of play
ing football, but also
being a part of a team.
While Laker football
coach Chuck Martin
could not be contact
ed before publication,
he stated on the Lak
Brtm
er football Web site,
“(Jermaine
Brown]
was a tough, hard-working individual
that knew what it took to excel on the
football field as well as in the class
room. Jermaine was a great friend and
teammate that will be missed by all.”
Holmes said an autopsy is being
performed on his organs to determine
a cause of death.
Brown’s funeral was Tuesday, July
5 at Neland Avenue Christian Church
in Grand Rapids.
“I’ll miss him dearly,” Holmes said.

Grand Valley State University’s
College of Liberal Arts and Sci
ences gets a new associate dean for
students and curriculum Oct. 3.
Maria Cimitile. philosophy pro
fessor, was hired to take over for
Dean Julianne Vanden Wyngaard
who will step into a faculty role
and begin a phased retirement.
“I’m very excited to have the
opportunity to share my commit
ment to liberal arts in new ways,”
Cimitile said.
The new dean’s duties will in
clude student welfare, development
of the curriculum with faculty, set
ting out initiatives for increasing
diversity in the student body, assist
ing with advising and best teaching
practices, working on assessment,
and acting as the CLAS liaison
with the Honors program.
Cimitile will continue teaching
while assuming her new position.
“Engagement with students is
very important to me and essential
to reflecting on the responsibilities
of the Associate Dean’s position,"
she said. “I look forward to inte
grating my commitment to teach
ing with my new position.”
Cimitile said she applied for the
position because she “would like to
be part of a collaborative effort in
the Dean's Office that is committed
to liberal learning and the transfor
mation of students.
“The position of associate dean
for student and curriculum devel
opment allows me to interact with
students and faculty to effect this
transformation in ways that com
plement the experience of teach
ing.”
Fred Antczak, dean of the
CLAS, said in an e-mail to CLAS
faculty that recommendations of
faculty who have worked with
Cimitile were influential in the hir
ing decision.
“In short. Professor Cimitile
brings to her work an extraordi
narily articulate commitment to
academic excellence, and a repu
tation for being both easy to work
with and unusually able in that
work,” Antczak said.
Cimitile said Vanden Wyngaard
has left big shoes to fill.
“Dr. Vanden Wyngaard has
been and will continue to be an ex
cellent role model for me,” Cimitile
said. “She has generously offered
to help me make the transition into
this new position. I know she will
be missed in her role as associate
dean.”
Cimitile has been on GVSU’s
faculty since 1999. She earned
the 2003 University Outstanding
Teaching Award and has taught a
variety of philosophy classes.
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The Amaranth sculpture
was designed by Cyril Lixenberg in 2002. The sculpture
symbolizes a yellow flower in
perpetual bloom. Lixenberg’s
work demonstrates the rela
tionship between open and
closed space and form and
counter-form.
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Sharing
the blame

Court rules
file-sharing providers
can also be blamed for
Copyright infringement
By Alan Ingram
GVL Managing Editor

The world of file-sharing and
illegal downloading has recently
had an additional piece thrown into
the mix.
Following a ruling by the U.S.
Supreme Court, the media firms
that provide file-sharing services
can be held accountable for piracy
that happens on their networks.
For example, people who use a
file-sharing network to illegally
share or download music, movies
or other copyrighted material make
the firm responsible for the users’
actions.
The Court, however, has not
outlawed legitimate file-sharing. It
is holding Streamcast Networks,
the company that created the soft
ware for Grokster and Morpheus
file-sharing systems, accountable
for copyright infringement that
takes place via their software.
During the trial, Streamcast said
it could not be held accountable for
how its customers used its services.
The Supreme Court, as reflected by
its decision, did not agree.
Grand Valley State University’s

Academic Systems Manager John
Klein said the decision is most sig
nificant for the companies that pro
vide the file sharing services.
The original Napster, Klein said,
was “a free-for-all” for the file-shar
ing of documents and music. Now,
however, the company charges for
its service and no longer provides
free file-sharing for copyrighted
matenal. They then pay tlie appro
priate royalty costs, he added.
CVL Archive
However, once Napster began
Downloading woes: Users are no longer the only ones that can be held accountable for copyright infringement following a supreme court verdict.
charging, other companies picked
up where it left off, he explained.
GVSU sent an e-mail to stu cause you can do it doesn’t make nies to make their customers more
Over time, some companies did
dents at the beginning of the Winter it legal.” Klein said. “If you’re not aware of what is legal and what is
not offer notifications that people
2(X)5 semester warning students sure it’s yours to copy freely, then not.
should not share the music if they
People who download a lot of
that the sharing it’s probably not. It’s not a wise
are not the
of copyrighted move. If you don’t hold the copy music will attract attention, Klein
property owner
said. He added that they have oc
materials is il right, it’s not yours.”
of the material.
Klein said there are some artists casionally seen a problem on cam
legal. The uni
Klein speci
“If you’re not sure it’s yours
versity also has who provide their music for free, pus. However, it does not happen
fied that the
information in an attempt to get their music out on campus as much, which Klein
to copy freely, then it’s
file-sharing
available
on its there. However, he recommended attributes to how GVSU limits the
probably not.”
sites, not the
Web site that that people download it for them bandwidth for certain file types.
Internet service
lists legal and selves, rather than relying on a For example, if everyone was
providers them
downloading music, others would
inexpensive friend to provide it to them.
selves, are the
music down
“Not only do you guarantee not be able to use the Internet for
JOHN
KLEIN
ones being held
loads. Compa yourself a copy, but the artist who research or oilier academic pur
accountable for ACADEMIC SYSTEMS MANAGER
nies on the list is putting this out there trying to poses, he explained. By limiting
the users’ activi
include iTunes, find out how many different down the bandwidth, however, the uni
ties.
Musicmatch, loads he gets, gets another hit on versity is able to keep the network
“So if you’re
Napster and Walmart. The Web his counter and shows the popular running efficiently.
connected to Charter Cable but
Unlike some other universities,
site also provides information on ity of his music,” Klein said, “so it
you’re sharing files through XYZ
Klein said GVSU is not currently
copyright infringement laws for the benefits both you and the artist.”
file-sharing site, the XYZ file-shar
As a result of the ruling, Klein looking at providing a file-sharing
students.
ing site can be held liable,” Klein
“It really boils down to just be- said he expects file-sharing compa service for its students for down
said.

TRiO receives $1.5 mill federal grant
Grand Valley’s
Educational Support
Program wins a
five year grant
By Jenna Carlesso
GVL News Editor

The Educational Support
Program at Grand Valley State
University will continue to
make strides toward the fu
ture for first generation stu
dents with low income back
grounds.
The ESP, a division of a
larger movement nationally
known as TRiO. received a

federal grant supporting its
services for the next five
years. The program will re
ceive $297,652 for the 20052006 year and a total of $1.5
million over five years.
“This is a highly special
ized type of assistance,” said
Jacqueline Hill, director of
the ESP. “If we did not get the
federal funding we couldn’t do
the program, even though we
believe strongly in it.”
The program helps fresh
men and transfer students who
are first generatioff college
attendees by providing them
with a professional advisor to
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The Grand Valley Lanthom is published weekly by Grand Val
ley State University students 35 times a year. One copy of this
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our business offices.

help them succeed.
“If you come from a home
where everyone is struggling,
it is very hard to fit in at the
university and be successful,”
Hill said. “What we try to do is
offset that disadvantage.”
The TRiO program has
guided students for 30 years.
In society, first generation low
income students are 11 times
less likely to complete th*ir
degree, regardless of grades.
As a result, the ESP encour
ages students to graduate by
working closely with them on
topics including career direc
tion. housing situations and
class studies.
“We are very pleased to be
able to demonstrate that our
students don't drop out at high
rates,” Hill said. “If they’re
in our program, they graduate
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GVL News Editor

Nineteen months after a “pre
sumed drowning,” the body of what
is believed to be former Grand Val
ley State University student Daniel
Reiss was discovered on Monday,
July 4, close to Elks Park in Norton
Shores, Mich.
The remains have turned up
between June 29 and July 6. A
boot with a foot was found first
by swimmers and confirmed as
belonging to Reiss. A human torso
was discovered July 4. The torso
had shreds of clothing and a pants
pocket which contained Reiss’
identification. The third piece, a
human bone, was found floating in
Lake Michigan.
The body was brought to the
Sparrow Hospital in Lansing for
DNA testing. Police told the Grand
kapids Press it could take more
than a month to get results. The
Grand Haven Department of Pub
lic Safety declined comment.
Reiss. 19, and a sophomore at
the time, was at the end of a Grand
Haven pier with seven friends or.
Nov. 29, 2003. He was swept into
the water by a large wave during
a storm. After several unsuccess
ful searches he was presumed
drowned.
During his enrollment at GVSU,
Reiss was active in the College Re
publicans group on campus. He
was working toward a degree in
engineering.
Since her son’s disappearance,
Rosanne Reiss has been active in
promoting water safety by raising
money which purchased life rings
that are now mounted to the pier.
Reiss and the Norton Shores Police
could not be reached for comment.
Reiss told the Muskegon
Chronicle that she wants her son to
be remembered as the “awesome,
outgoing, funny” teen he was,
not reduced to a body covered in
pieces.

In Debt?
Are your bills adding up?
Are tuition fees too high?
Call American Finance toll free

1 888 524-1187
-

-

Out

5:00 P.M.
at
Extended Grace

17345 Robbins Road
Grand Haven, Ml 49417
(behind Pizza Hut)
Info at 616-502-2078

Downtown Editor
Copy Editor

ing very uncertain about how
they’re going to do here. To
see them do better than they
expected is very rewarding.”
Alumni who attended the
ESP agree.
“It builds capacity into the
life of its students,” said Sha-

By Jenna Carlesso
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at the same rate as everybody
else here.”
To qualify for the grant, the
ESP submitted its statistics and
reports in a national competi
tion that takes place every four
to five years. GVSU earned a
score of 100 points out of 100
points possible.
“We were very lucky this
time,” Hill said. “There was
a significant portion [of
schools] that did not get fund
ing.”
Although the program can
only serve 215 students each
year. Angela Baldi. assistant
director of the Educational
Support Program, said she
believes the service is neces
sary.
“We’re always available
for extra support,” Baldi said.
“I think students come in feel
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In October 1998, Wyoming college student Matthew Shepard was brutally beaten and left to die.
His shocking muder pushed Laramie into the media spolight and sparked a nationwide
debate about homophobia, gay-bashing and hate crimes. Filmmaker Beverly Seckinger,

The Grand \MHey Lanthom is published under the
authorization of the GVSU Newspaper Advisory Board.

a Laramie native, returns home to the site of her own closeted adolescence to
investigate the impact of Shepard’s murder. She encounters students, teachers, parents,
and clergy suddenly moved to speak out and take social action. An inspiring story personal
discovery and meaning of community.

Corrections!
At the Lanthom, we strive to bring you the most accurate news
possible. If we make a mistake, we want to make it right. If you
find any errors of fact in the Lanthorn, let us know by calling
(616) 331-2464 or by e-mailing editorial0lanthom.com.
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LAKER LIFE

Angela Harris, Laker Life Edit0l
lakerlife@Lanthorn.com

GVSU hosts summer camps
Upward Bound programs provide extra
math, science, literature and language
experience for some high school and
college students

STEP program gives women and
minorities the chance to tour a plant,
build planes and visit an airplane
hanger

By Angela Harris

By Angela Harris
The Science Technology and Engineering Preview
Summer Day Camp (STEP) began in 1997 at the Uni
versity of Wisconsin-Stout in an effort to encourage
women and minorities to consider engineering as their
major.
Grand Valley State University hosted the middle
school camp for the fourth time this year from June
20-23 and June 27-30, while the University of DetroitMercy held the high school portion.
Raya Hollis. 12, from Bimey Middle School in
Southfield. Mich, was one of the 83 girls who attended
this year’s camp, despite having to find a temporary
Grand Rapids residence. Hollis’ father, an engineer
and member of the Society of Mechanical Engineers,
rented a hotel room in the Grand Rapids area so that she
could attend this year’s day camp.
“The best part of the camp was building the (remote
control] plane and putting it together." Hollis said. "We
were able to draw on it and add stickers. I named mine
Skyhawk.”
The plane project was just part of STEP day camp
It also included trips to Howmet Castings plant 10
in Whitehall, where campers received a tour from fe
male engineers and completed hands on experiments.
The engineers also showed the girls the process they
use to make the airplane parts and explained why it is
used.
"It gave many the opportunity to see real world ac
tion of things that they would not normally see.” said
Margo Dill, co-director of STEP.
During a visit to the Gerald R. Ford International
Airport, the participants visited an Alticor hanger and
flew a radio controlled Cessna plane with the help of
Rapid Air.
One team of campers visited Northern Air. a main
tenance facility at the airport, after inclement weather
forced the plane to be grounded, Margo said.
Campers were also introduced to computer-aided
design (CAD) and learned about Web site design and
created a Web site commemorating their experience at
STEP.
The four-day camp culminated with a three hour
flight session at the Warped Wings R/C club on Algers
Street, where the girls flew their own planes with the
SEE STEP, 9
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Heads up! Bruce Frede assists Sara Kuzava in flying the plane she constructed during the Science Technology and
Engineering Preview Summer Day Camp held on the GVSU campus. The middle school campers flew their planes
on )une 30 at Warped Wings Fly Field in Allendale. Kuzava, 12, is from Caledonia and attends Kraft Meadows
Middle School.
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Classes may have ended for the 2004-2005
school year for high school and college students,
but for 110 students from five states and the Grand
Rapids area, they continue, only in a new location.
Based at Grand Valley State University, the
classes are part of the Upward Bound and Upward
Bound Math and Science programs. As a continu
ation of school year programs, they prepare high
school students for college and collegiate life.
"It is a way for the students to see what it would
be like to live on a college campus,” said program
director Arnie Smith-Alexander.
Students attend classes from 8 a.m. to 4:50 p.m.
w ith a half hour lunch. They attend a Spanish class
and literature and English class in addition to an in
ternship. said Heath Alexander, assistant director of
Upward Bound. Students work in various depart
ments across campus to complete their internships,
which is similar to doing a work-study program as a
GVSU student. Smith-Alexander said.
The classes are designed to help the students pre
pare for college or the next year in high school, said
Juwan Watson, a senior at Western Michigan and
tutor counselor for the program.
"It (the Spanish class] really saved me.” Watson
said. “At Western, we have a language requirement,
which I was cleared [waived] from, and I see stu
dents struggling through it."
Classes for the math and science program in
clude biology, chemistry, anatomy and physics all the classes that students normally struggle with.
Alexander said.
The summer program also frequently alerts stu
dents to the challenges they'll face at college.
“It was a real shocker for me ... the first week
we were here.” said Monique Carter, a senior from
Central High School. “I had a paper due in every
class. After we complained, our teacher explained
that we may have a paper in every class, or two,
due on the same day. and the teachers aren’t going
to change them.”
Students in the program live in Robinson Liv
ing Center with tutor counselors, who enforce study
tables and mentor the students by looking out for
SEE UPWARD, 9
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Coffee shops surround GVSU
Several locations for
coffee are within
walking distance of the
Pew Campus
By AJ Colley
GVL Editor in Chief

Coffee is undeniably a part
of many college students’ daily
routines. In Allendale, students
have only a couple options:
brewing their own or purchasing
it at Java City or other campus
dining locations.
However, for students down
town in seek of that caffeine fix,
sugar rush or a quick snack, cof
fee houses have been popping up
all around the Pew Campus.
The closest non-GVSU af
filiated coffee house is Hungry
Heart Cafe, a non-smoking 24hour location serving coffee, ice
cream and wraps.
"A lot of coffee houses are
dark,” says owner Mark Daves,
who said the design creates a
“clean, spacious, well-lit” at
mosphere, inspired by Ernest
Hemingway.
The outside of the building
is painted with bright colors. In
side, booths line the right side of

the cafe with an old glass Coca
Brandt, a senior nursing major
Cola bottle holding a mini-bou at GVSU, said the coffee house
quet of fresh flowers on each is known for its speciality coffee
table. White walls are covered drinks and 14 brews of coffee,
with, among other items, unique including at least one free trade
art, photography, album covers coffee each day.
and a toy car collection.
Brandt is among the three
At the back of the cafe is a GVSU students that work at
small stage. Daves says the cafe Sweet Waters. Those familiar
was centered around the stage, with Noshville in Wyoming,
aimed at younger bands.
Mich, might see some resem
“We figured
blance, as the
let’s get ’em out
two are sister
stores.
of the garage,
“We figured let’s get ’em
let’s get ’em out
Other
cof
of the basement out of the garage, let’s get fee houses in
the area include
and let’s get ’em
’em out of the basement
Dillenbeck’s
on stage,” Daves
and let’s get ’em on stage." Coffeehouse,
said.
Just a little
also on Fulton.
It has been open
further
down
MARK DAVES
Fulton Street is
for about six
Sweet Waters, a HUNGRY HEART CAFE OWNER years and spe
cializes in “cof
coffee house that
fee drinks and
opened in May
and turned into a 24-hour loca hospitality,” says manager Kerri
tion July 11. With a brass ceiling, Ricketson.
Toward the east of the Pew
tables and chairs and sophisticat
ed art covering the walls, barista Campus are It’s A Grind Coffee
Sherri Brandt described the de House on Fulton and Morningcor as “contemporary, big city” star 75 Coffeehouse on Weston
and having a “European feel.” Street.
Although each of these cof
The atmosphere, she added, is
fee houses specialize in different
“up-scale yet comfy.”

CVL / Misty Minna

I scream, you scream: Hungry Heart Cafe Owner Mark Daves serves ice cream at the cafe located on Fulton.

drinks and provide contrasting
atmospheres, one characteristic
remains consistent: each offer
free wireless internet access.
One Web site tracks the wire
less offered at the cafes and other
stores, restaurants and locations
around Grand Rapids. Grand
Rapids WiFi (www.grwifi.net)

offers lists of wireless locations
and provides users the opportu
nity to post feedback about the
locations.
For more information on the
coffee houses mentioned or on
others, look them up online.
Hungry Heart Cafe has a menu
and a concert calendar on its Web

Homes that Blend the

Governor honors GVSU professor
By AJ Colley
GVL Editor in Chief
Michigan Gov. Jennifer Granholm recently honored a Grand
Valley State University professor
for his work to develop a new
lightweight, high temperature in
sulating foam.
Robert Smart helped the com
pany Sordal, Inc. invent the foam,
called SOLREX, that will be used
to provide thermal insulation for
satellites that detect and track bal
listic missiles.
For his work, he received the
Governor’s
University-ACE
award, which rewards a public
university researcher for their

research that helps the develop
ment and commercialization of
new products and technologies
that can benefit local, state and
national economies.
“I am extremely honored to
receive the Governor’s First ACE
Award,” Smart said. “It proves
that industry in West Michigan and
the University can work to accom
plish significant things. Members
of the West Michigan Initiative
need to be recognized for bring
ing the two parties together "
Smart used GVSU’s West
Michigan Science and Technolo
gy Initiative, which, in 2001, was
created as one of the SmartZones
designated by the Michigan Eco

nomic Development Corp.
While Smart said the project
could have been done without the
Initiative, he said it would have
taken much longer to accomplish
the task.
Smart was on sabbatical from
July 2003 until January 2005
when he worked with Sordal. He
said he “loved" working with the
company.
“It was one of the most en
joyable experiences of my life,”
Smart said. “I learned how diffi
cult and yet rewarding a task it is
to bring an idea from the lab into
the marketplace. If I had more
time in my life I would like to be
come a small business owner. My

The new David D. Hunting
YMCA, located across from the
Grand Valley State University
Pew Campus, opened its doors
for public use on Tuesday, July
5 at 5 a.m.
The $29.3 million and
159,000 square foot facility will
house a lap pool, three whirl
pools, two sauna / steam rooms,
a beginning exercise center, two
regulation basketball courts and
two 30 meter climbing walls.
The facility is open to GVSU
students as well as faculty and
staff — all of whom will receive
a discounted rate.
The David D. Hunting YMCA
will replace the West and Down
town branches in Grand Rapids.
However, the YMCA of Greater
Grand Rapids allows member
ships from any of their branches
to be used at any of the locations
in the city.
The YMCA was officially
dedicated on Friday, June 24
with a variety of government of
ficials, community leaders, do
nors volunteers and YMCA of
Greater Grand Rapids staff and
administration.

Now engineering bollillnw
plannee
The Grand Valley State Uni
versity Board of Trustees unani
mously approved a resolution at
its July 8 meeting to construct an
addition to the Padnos College
of Engineering and Computing
on the GVSU Pew Campus.
As part of the saint- motion,
the board also approved the ren
ovation of vacant space on the
Pew Campus.
Funding for the project will
come from the State Building
Authority, the State General
Fund / General Purpose and Uni
versity funds.

Pioneer Construction Compa
ny was selected as the construc
tion manager / contractor for the
project. Progressive Architects
and Engineers were selected as
the architect and engineer for the
project.

Klndschi returns te GVSU
The former dean of science
and mathematics P. Douglas
Kindschi will return to Grand
Valley State University after tak
ing a year-long sabbatical last
year.

DRinK SPECIALS UUE music
July 20 The Green Room
Holidays

Thursdays
Ladies Night!!!
$1 You Call It! 10-11pm
$1 Domestics & Wells All
Night for Ladies
$2 Beers for Guys

Model Hours:
Monday, Wednesday & Friday 2:00 - 7:00 PM
Saturday 10:00 AM -3:00 PM
Designed and Constructed by

Koetje Builders, Inc.
Lee Kitson Builder, Inc.
Roersma & NX'urn Builders, Inc.

\\fINDING CREE}^

Marketed hr
Michael Tobin • 616-975*5616
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Located just west of GVSU off of 52nd on Jordan St.

15 properties available
within 5 blocks of the
Devos Center.

2,3,4,5, Bedrooms
Duplexes, Houses,
& Apartments

www.montesgr.com

College Night
$2 You Call It! Any drink you |
want for $2
9 pm - Midnight

VISIT TODAY! SEE FOR YOURSELF!

Beekman Management

MONDAY-FRIDAY 1PM-7PM

Wednesdays

You must see both the inside and outside of these unique new homes to thoroughly appreciate all they have to offer!

Downtown Housing

DAILY HAPPY HOUR

$3 Stoli Drinks
$4 Stoli & Red Bulls

Rimmed by woods and creek with open “green” community gathering areas and walkway*.
Stop by and experience the uniqueness of Winding Greek Circle!

CIRCLE

MONTE'S

Tuesdays

for the Best of Both Worlds!

Alan Ingram contributed to this
report.

Kindschi will assist Univer
sity Development and the Pres
ident’s Office with special proj
ects in addition to his teaching
responsibilities as a professor of
mathematics and philosophy. He
will have his office in the Math
ematics department.
“I’m very pleased that Doug
accepted our request to help on
development and special proj
ects,” GVSU President Mark
Murray said in a statement. “He
has had nearly three decades of
involvement in the community
on behalf of the university.”

64oz. Pitchers:
Domestics $4.50
Imports & Microbrews $7.50

Old with the New

experiences with Sordal gave me
this desire.”
Smart is currently working on
a project with Sordal to develop
“a high pressure, all-composite
take for the Missile Defense Air
borne Laser System.”
The satellites that will use
SOLREX contain components
that must operate at specific tem
peratures. The new insulation will
ensure that the systems are pro
tected from direct solar heating,
solar energy reflected from the
Earth’s surface and internal heat
ing.

Pew Campus in brief
YMCA opens for use

site (www.hungryheartcafe.com)
and Momingstar’s site (www.
momingstar76.com) provides a
menu and an insight into the his
tory and personality of its two
locations (the other. Momingstar
76. is located in Eastown).

July 27 The Sprague Brothers
Aug. 3 Star Farm
Aug. 10 The Sprague Brothers

895-5866
www.lakerrentals.com

.O'TOOLES
^ PUBLIC HOUSE
Hours of Operation
Tuesdays

MONDAY-SATURDAY I1AM-2AM
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()pen for I iINCH DAILY
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616-742-6095
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•N
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Full food menu until 1am every night of the week
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DflncE music
fri & Sat

Happy Hour from 4-7pm Mon-Fri

$2.00 frud Light and $V00 20 oz 5udweiser Drafts
w

At all times with college ID

Top 40, Dance Remix
& Progressive Dance
Tuesday: House Music w/ DJ
Amanda Trevino I Opm
Thursday: Top 40 Dance Music
w/ DJ Rob Spencer

438 BRIDGE DUI
GRfUlD RAPIDS

Bloody Sundays
$4.00 Burgers & Fries until Midnight

$5.00 bioodij Manj bar ALL Day S- ALL Night!
Over 60 Sauces, Mixes, and Spices to choose from!

GOOD FOOD GOOD

PEOPLE GREAT BEER!

448 BRIDGE NW
GRAND RAPIDS
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Nailing it
As Lake Ontario Hall nears completion and
the new engineering structure is approvedfor
construction, administration should push for
a new library and seek students' opinions.

It is no secret that Grand Valley is growing. For the third straight
year, GVSU had to start a waiting list for incoming students. But
as the university continues to grow in population, GVSU officials
and the state have made the necessary efforts to keep up with the
demands a larger student body and faculty require.
In the past few years alone, the university has created new
housing, a parking ramp on the Pew Campus, new campus dining
locations, a state-of-the-art medical building downtown and now,
the latest, a new academic building.
Lake Ontario Hall paves the way for continued learning, offer
ing much-needed new classrooms, lecture halls and office space.
The university is investing in the future of the university while
aiding in the efficiency of teaching its students today. Even better,
GVSU pushes for state funding and donations before passing the
bill to students by increasing tuition. The new engineering build
ing planned for the Pew Campus is a $16 million project, but $12
million of it is coming from the state and the other $4 million will
be generated by donations.
But while an engineering building is a necessary addition to the
Pew Campus, the university’s administrators must continue to push
the state to offer financial support for a new library.
President Mark Murray has already begun asking legislatures
for the support the university will need to create a new, up-to-date
library. At a May 6 state Senate subcommittee hearing, Murray
told legislatures building a new library “is our top priority.” He
also pointed out that Zumberge Library was originally meant for
4,000 students, well under the more than 22,000 students GVSU
caters to today.
Murray is a convincing man, but he can’t and shouldn’t make
this effort alone. Students, faculty and parents also need to get
involved.
Calling, e-mailing and writing congressmen never hurts, but stu
dents and faculty should have even more involvement. Administra
tors should set up meetings and forums to find out what the GVSU
community wants in a library.
One GVSU sophomore told the Lanthom in its Nov. 18, 2004
issue that the library “reminds me of a fallout shelter,” adding that
she rarely used some of its resources. Students and faculty should
want to be in their university’s library, and GVSU needs to make
sure the building that will be presumably built caters to the com
munity’s growing needs.
Having input in the design of the library will give ownership to
students and faculty in a place it is desperately needed.
The saying may go, “If you build it, they will come,” but ad
ministrators must be mindful of whether a new structure will draw
future generations, as well. Finding out what students and faculty
want now will help in realizing what students and faculty may
want later.

This month the Grand Valley Lanthom asked four community members:

What should Grand Valley
build or renovate next?

"Bike trails to combat
the rising price of gaso
line and because we
need a more efficient
way for everyone to
move around campus. ”

“I think the renova
tions should stop so
the campus can settle
down and grow into
itself. ”

"A communications
studio or department
because I feel like our
equipment is kind of
outdated. ”

"The library because it
needs to be updated, I
think. It’s too dark. ”

Peter Riemersma
Professor
Geology

Sam Often
Senior
Math

Abbey Sloan
Junior
Broadcasting

Cassie Tackett
Senior
Special Education

STUDENT OPINION

Ethical principles should be attached to partial-birth abortion
By Bonnie Dalrymple
Daily Evergreen
(Washington State U.)
(U-WIRE) PULLMAN,
Wash. - I believe in a woman’s
right to choose. Period. When I
began my research for this par
ticular column. 1 believed there
was no situation or practice that
could break me of this mindset.
Yet, I now edit my prior
statement. I believe in a
woman's right to choose ... to
an extent.
The procedure known as
Partial-Birth Abortion forced
me to look at what it means to
have the power of carrying a
life or destroying it.
Also referred to as D&X,
standing for “intact dilation and
extraction,” partial-birth abor
tion is a procedure involving
the partial removal of a 20- to
26-week-old fetus from the

womb, at which point its skull
is punctured and the brains
removed until the head caves in
and the fetus is dead
As Dr. Robert White,
professor of the division of
neurosurgery and brain research
laboratory at Case Western Re
serve School of Medicine, told a
House Constitution Subcommit
tee in 1995, “The fetus within
this time frame of gestation,
20 weeks and beyond, is fully
capable of experiencing pain.”
White analyzed the procedure
and concluded. “Without doubt,
this is a dreadfully painful expe
rience for any infant subjected
to such a surgical procedure.”
Somehow, this procedure
is legal in the United States
despite the efforts of the govern
ment to create a ban.
I thought hard about this
point. Why is it legal if it hurts a
child so severely?

And this is a child 20 to 26
weeks into the pregnancy. No
longer can a woman say there
are merely cells and fluids
mixing together in her womb,
not yet a human. By 20 weeks,
there’s a baby in there. It is a
baby ready for life.
I continued ruminating over
this. Maybe the reason D&X is
legal is because it’s necessary
for some women who simply
cannot have children for health
reasons'?
Yes, this is partially true.
Dr. Martin Haskell, an
abortionist who has performed
more than 1 ,(XX) partial-birth
abortions, said about 80 percent
are done for “purely elective”
reasons. The other 20 percent
are done for “genetic reasons,”
which include such conditions
as having high blood pressure,
heart disease or cancer.
“Purely elective” reasons

encompass anything that is not
medically necessary for the
patient to undergo a certain
procedure.
And now I sit here on the
fence between those anti-abor
tion and pro-choice organiza
tions. I am confused. I am
enraged. I am saddened.
I agree with Judge Kermit
Bye of the 8th Circuit Court
of Appeals, who wrote on
Thursday, “When substantial
medical authority supports the
medical necessity of a proce
dure in some instances, a health
exception is constitutionally
required.”
We cannot outlaw the pro
cedure altogether. Some people
need it to save their lives.
Yet we do not need to let it
be so easy for those who are
merely unsure of their decision
to be a parent to not have to
worry anymore.
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“...me, I’m just like, la-la-lala, I want to make a fun
‘

Cell phones not always useful
Brian Perry
writes for the
GVL opinion.
His views do
not necessarily
represent those
of the
newspaper.

Cell phones get a lot of
negative attention on Grand
Valley State University’s cam
pus. Many Lakers complain
that it is difficult to meet new
people because cell phones are
attached to ears before students
even leave the classroom.
I remember using this very
complaint after a math class a
few years ago. A good friend of
mine would walk with me back
from class to our dorm, but we
never enjoyed conversation
because she simply had to call

her boyfriend. I don’t know if
he was tutoring her long-dis
tance and needed to know the
topic of every class, but she was
absolutely intent on discuss
ing something with him at that
time. I teased her endlessly,
even going to the extent of
putting my graphing calculator
up to my ear as I walked across
campus. I drew strange looks,
but she got the point.
This month my family
received a copy of Grand Valley
Magazine, and it also featured
an article about the potential
harm of constant cell phone us
age. It seems that some parents
just need to call their students’
cell phones every few hours to
check in.
The explosion of cell phone
usage also led to the widespread
popularity of the drunk-dial.
For the uninitiated (God bless

you), the drunk dial occurs
when a party-goer deems it nec
essary to call friends at 1,2, or
even 3 a m. in a drunken stupor
to proclaim a party “the best
ever.” This can cause trouble
when a friend steals a phone
and accidentally drunk dials a
parent or even a grandparent.
They certainly don’t need such
a revelation at such an hour.
I used to think that cell
phones were overrated. I
thought that they were only for
gabby girls. Then I got one. I
still don’t use it as often as most
people, and I can think of a few
men who spend a great deal of
time on their cell phones, but I
have come to see the virtues of
the cell phone.
Those virtues were force-fed
to me when I got home from
school this year. Last August
I chose a plan with Alltel, be

cause it was the only company
that covered the Upper Peninsu
la. There, on my coverage map,
was my hometown, shaded in
the same color as Allendale.
I could use the phone in both
places. Or so I thought. Last
month I paid $40 for 37 minutes
of call time. The contract that
I signed was good for nothing.
If I was pre law I'd know what
to do. but so far my complaints
have fallen on deaf ears. This
month I haven’t even turned my
phone on. It doesn’t work at my
house. It doesn’t work at either
of my jobs. It doesn’t work on
Main Street. It doesn't work at
the lake, the ball park, or the
bar.
If you are in the market for
a new cell phone and adore
me. you have an opportunity to
make my day: Boycott Alltel.
Thanks!

cartoon, la-la-la.
Greg Colton, GVSU alum and
__________recent director of 'Family Guy7

GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthom opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Val
ley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthom wel
comes reader viewpoints and of
fers three vehicles of expression
for reader opinions: letters to the
editor, guest columns and phone
respoases.
Letters must include the author's
name and be accompanied by
current picture identification if
dropped off in person, letters will
be checked by an employee of the
Grand Valley I .anthorn
letters appear as space permits each
issue The limit for letter length is

one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns
for length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthom will
not be held responsible for emors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
email typographic errors.
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons.
The content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff
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Forrest Karbowski, Arts and Entertainment Editor
a rts@Lanthorn. com

Former student
directs 'Family
Guy' episode
plot
that
could
only
work in aniAccording to Grand Valley mation, gross
perv
Professor Deanna Morse, Greg gags,
Colton was a hard-working gags. great
student who took pride in his references.
work. All that dedication seems and Stewie
to have paid off: Colton direct being a little
based last Sunday’s episode of the f-ing
tard.”
animated series “Family Guy.”
Colton previously worked
Colton, a 1998 graduate of
GVSU, has been working in on “Family Guy” before Fox
animation ever since he gradu cancelled the show in its third
ated. He’s done work on such season. After strong DVD
shows as “South Park,” “Dil- sales and fan mail, the show
bert,” “Powerpuff Girls” and was renewed, and Colton was
offered his old
“Mucha
Luposition. When
cha.”
the opportunity
“It was fun
M... and me, I’m just like
to direct an epi
to have Greg
in
Animation la-la-la-la, I want to make a sode came up,
he jumped at
classes,
be
fun cartoon, la-la-la.”
the chance.
cause he had
Colton said
a quirky sense
“Family Guy’s”
of humor and a
cancellation
good sense of
GREG COLTON
made him up
timing,” Morse
FORMER GVSU STUDENT
set both as a fan
said. She shows
and as an artist.
his animation
“I think it
reel in classes
takes a few storyboards to re
every year.
Sunday’s episode, “Eight ally get into a groove on a
Simple Rules for Buying show, and I felt like just one
My Teenage Daughter,” was more would be my groove,” he
Colton’s directing debut, after said. “When it came back, not
previously having storyboarded only did I feel like I’d get that
for the series. In the show, main chance, but with a few more
character Peter Griffin sold his years of experience under my
daughter, Meg, to pay off his belt, I was hoping I could do
grocery store tab, while baby even more for the show.”
After an episode’s script
Stewie had his first babysitting
is written, Colton supervises
experience.
“I may be biased, but I think and participates in everything
it’s just a true ‘Family Guy’ related to the animation and
episode through and through,” visuals, such as storyboards,
Colton said. “It’s got a weird character designs and back

By Forrest Karbowski
GVL A&E Editor

That's a wrap
Photo courtesy of Diana Ramirez
The cast of "The Gospel According to Roy" (left to right): Walter Harris, joe Anderson, John Hawkinson, Demian Krentz and
Janalee Keegstra. Grand Valley's Summer Film wrapped production on June 19 after 13 days of shooting. Now in the early
stages of post-production, the film will be released in November. The screenplay was written by GVSU alum Andy Graham
of Grand Rapids.

ground designs. A rough cut,
called the animatic, is designed
from the storyboards, which
Colton screens to decide what
to change and what to keep.
“The main thing is keeping
the team of artists consistent
and funny, and to sell the visual
humor as best as possible,” he
said.

Although Colton said his
schooling at GVSU did not
prepare him for the technical
production of television anima
tion. he said the variety of film
and video classes has helped
him in directing by making him
well-rounded in film making
and storytelling.
“Also, I think just being a na

ive kid from a Midwest school
really helped, in a weird way,”
he said. “Believe it or not. a lot
of animation artists who come
from the big art schools can be
as egotistical and snotty as ac
tors in Hollywood, and me. I’m
just like la-la-la-la, I want to
make a fun cartoon, la-la-la.”
Colton said he plans on tak

ing a vacation soon, but after
that he wants to pitch shows in
hopes of getting one green-lit.
“Of course, as long as ‘Fam
ily Guy’ is on the air. I’d love to
keep working on it,” he said.
“Family Guy” airs at 9 p.m.
Sundays on Fox.

'War of the Worlds' OK
Review by
Forrest Karbowski
GVL A&E Editor

If there is one thing Steven
Spielberg knows how to do
well, it is how to craft a mag
nificent summer blockbuster
with strong characters and
entertaining action. “War of the
Worlds” delivers both of these
in spades, although it is not
without flaws. Since Spielberg
is the reason the words “sum
mer blockbuster” exist, it’s
nice to see he hasn’t lost his
touch.
The oh-so-easy to hate
Tom Cruise has been on quite
a roll lately — in both “War
of the Worlds” and “Collat
eral,” his last film, he’s made
great career strides by playing
characters completely differ
ent than himself, unlike his 27
other films.
It’s no mistake that this
movie was released around
July 4. There’s quite a bit of
subtle patriotism throughout,
which I must say I did enjoy,
but an opposite element it
features, equally as subtle, is
the analysis of mob mentality
— how ugly we humans can
turn in a desperate situation.
There are moments during
the brutal extermination that
almost seem justified — do we
deserve this?
Spielberg deftly mixes ele
ments from the disaster, sci-fi
and horror genres to give “War
of the Worlds” a signature feel
— it’s darker than many of his
previous blockbuster movies,
with some immensely effec
tively atmospheric scenes (like
the river of dead bodies or the
burning train) which will stick
with me for all time. I am a
sucker for post-apocalyptic
imagery, and this movie is
chock-full of it in a much more
convincing way than the recent
film “The Day After Tomor
row,” which was so miserably
awful I was ready to forsake
the disaster genre entirely.

Although the territory has
been covered countless times
before. “War of the Worlds”
still feels original. It is mark
edly different from films like
“Independence Day” in that it
focuses more on survival than
rebellion, and also in the wise
decision by Spielberg not to
show any national monuments
getting torched. The film is
more effective because the
destruction is personal; we see
neighborhoods and highways
demolished, and it’s scary be
cause we live there. M. Night
Shyamalan’s “Signs” realized
this best and presented the
alien invasion genre in a way
which had never been done
before. “War of the Worlds”
is sort of midway between
“Signs” and “Independence
Day,” and that balance works
well for it.
Spielberg is notorious for
being unable to end on a sour
note (the worst example of this
was “A.I.”, which would have
been a brilliant movie if it had
ended about fifteen minutes
sooner), and that is his greatest
weakness as a filmmaker. His
latest ends with a false prom
ise of hope. It’s untrue, and it
stabs any catharsis that may

have been achieved right in the
back.
This is even more evident
in the final scene, which, like
the opening, features narration
taken almost verbatim from H.
G. Wells’ original novel. Wells
ended his story with irony; his
point was that as humans, we
constantly fool ourselves into
thinking we’re in control of
everything. Then something
hits us that we cannot control,
something we have utterly no
power over, and it is destroying
us. At the last minute, we are
saved — not by our own hand,
but by the very nature of the
world we live in. This ending
is ripe with philosophical and
literary interpretations, but I
can most assuredly guarantee
that Spielberg’s feel-good end
ing is not one of them.
All in all, it’s a wonderfully
crafted film and is spectacu
larly entertaining. Yes, there
are some plot holes; yes, there
are a few inconsistencies, but
on the whole they don’t detract
from the entertainment value of
the film. After all, it’s a movie
about aliens from outer space.
If you can suspend your disbe
lief that far. you might as well
sit back and enjoy the ride.

Allendale Auto Supply, Inc

5455 Auto Ct. Suite A
P.O. Box 427
Allendale, Ml 49401-0427

Allendale Auto Supply

2222 Plainfield ne
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49505
363-0003
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Kircus pleads guilty to DUI
Former GVSU wide
receiver reverses plea
from not guilty
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor

Former star Grand Valley
State University wide receiv
er David Kircus is receiving
much media attention recently,
but not for reasons that pertain
to his hard work and dedica
tion on the football field.
Kircus, who is now a mem
ber of the Detroit Lions roster,
was arrested in Georgetown
Township by authorities on
Saturday, June 25 for operat
ing a vehicle under the influ
ence of alcohol. His blood al
cohol results were not released
to the public.
Kircus was held at the Ot
tawa County Jail where he was
later released after posting
bond.
The latest drunken driving
charge is another violation in
a string of traffic violations

for the Lions wide receiver.
On April 17 Kircus was tick
eted for traveling at nearly 100
miles per hour in a 70 mph
zone. Kircus told authorities
at his arraignment that he had
his license suspended during
his college career.
The arraignment was held
on Wednesday, July 6 at the
Hudsonville District Court in
front of District Court Judge
Kenneth D. Post where Kir
cus and his attorney plead not
guilty. Kircus and his legal
team later reversed the plea
to the current plea of guilty.
Kircus faces punishments of
up to 93 days in jail and fines
of $100 - $500. He may also
have to complete community
service work.
The recent charges come in
the wake of a successful train
ing camp for the GVSU alum
nus. Recent rumblings in the
media suggested that Kircus
was turning heads in the Lions
organization by putting an ex
tra effort to showcase his dedi
cation and work ethic.

“When you come from a
small school and you’re not
drafted that high, you have to
do anything and everything
to stay with it,” Kircus told
reporters in June. “The only
thing that I have control over
is what is on the field, whether
it’s in practice or in a game.”
Kircus will have his work
cut out for him in order to see
playing time this year with
the wide receiver-heavy De
troit Lions. The Lions select
ed Mike Williams in the first
round of this year’s NFL draft
in addition to starters Roy Wil
liams and Charlie Rogers. The
Lions also have depth to their
receiving game on their bench
with the addition of Kevin
Johnson.
Kircus has played in 12
games with the Lions during
his first two seasons. He has
caught six passes for 121 yards
and has scored one touchdown.
He was drafted in the sixth
round of the 2003 NFL Draft.

gets more
airwaves
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor

GVL

Idslyn Citherl(

Busted: Former GVSU wide receiver and current Detroit Lion David Kircus
arrives for his arraignment in Hudsonville on July 6.

Grand Valley State Univer
sity athletics will gain more at
tention on the radio beginning
in the Fall of 2005 thanks to a
newly-arranged deal with Cita
del Broadcasting, the owner of
many popular radio stations in
the Grand Rapids area.
The partnership with Citadel
will turn the broadcasting rights
for football and men’s basket
ball over to WBBL-AM 1340.
In edition to the games being
called live on the station, WBBL
will also add Grand Valley Stateoriented sports programming to
their regular line up.
‘Grand Valley State Football
Report’, ‘Courtside: A Look at
Grand Valley State Men’s Bas
ketball’ and ‘In the Paint: A Look

SEE RADIO, 9

GV tops nation in athletics
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor

After many successful sport
seasons this past year. Grand Val
ley State University fans are quick
to brag that the Lakers’ athletic
program is second to none. For a
second consecutive season, those
Laker fans have one of the most
notorious awards to back up their
claim.
Just after a milestone ath
letic year in 2003 - 2004 where
the GVSU athletic program was
awarded the National Association
of Collegiate Directors of Athletics
Directors’ Cup, the Lakers went on

to repeat the feat in the 2004 - 2005
season.
The award is presented by the
NACDA in addition to the United
States Sports Academy and USA
TODAY to the top athletic pro
grams within the country for Divi
sions I, II and III. The award labels
GVSU as the top athletic program
in the nation out of all Division II
schools.
The race for the Directors’ Cup
is determined by a scoring in order
to determine which school has the
best athletic program all around,
instead of just dominating in a few
sports. A point total is assigned to
each position in which the school

finishes nationally in each sport.
The better that the school finishes
nationally, the more points they
are awarded. The individual sports
are then totaled up and the sch<x)l
with the highest cumulative score
is awarded the cup.
This year, GVSU blew away
the competition with a cumulative
score of 810. The runner-up (Califomia-San Diego) came in with
663. and third place (Truman State)
totaled 603 points.
Season after successful season
made the Lakers a shoe-in for the
award. The women’s record break
ing golf run in the 2005 National
Championship Tournament in

THE

which they finished in second place
was the final factor that crowned
the Lakers as Directors’ Cup re
cipients.
The Lakers also had a pair of
fourth and fifth place finishes na
tionally. Women’s cross country
and baseball finished their seasons
fourth place nationally. Football
and the dramatic women’s basket
ball seasons scored GVSU fifth
place points in the race. Men’s
cross country also finished in sixth
place to tally five top ten finishes.
Other sports who were cited in
helping bring back the cup to Al
lendale was women’s volleyball,
women’s tennis, men’s indoor
track, men’s golf and men’s tennis.
The award was presented at the
NACDA Convention held in Lake
Buena Vista, Fla.
“We are extremely pleased to
have claimed our second consecu
tive Sports Academy Directors'

What would you like to see?
Email Editorial@Lanthorn.com
with your suggestions.

Cup." GVSU Athletic Director Tim
Selgo told media. “This is an award
that represents our overall success
amongst our 19 varsity sports.”
Other schools to take home
the prestigious award for this year
were Stanford University (Divi
sion I). Williams College (Division

By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor

Thousands of fans filed into
Comerica Park, the home of
the Detroit Tigers, July 12 to
witness one of the most antici
pated spectacles of the baseball
season.
No, unfortunately for local
fans, the stadium wasn’t packed
to the brim to watch the beloved
Tigers attempt to improve their
record back to the .500 mark,
rather it was because of the
2005 All-Star Game and all the
festivities that came with it.
Even though all eyes weren’t
fixed on the Detroit Tigers ball
club during the All-Star break.

the fact that it was held in De
troit brings many benefits that
could directly affect the Detroit
Tigers. The game also served as
a treat that both the city and its
fans have deserved for a while
after its hometown boys have
struggled for quite some time.
The All-Star Game is no
doubt a national and even a
worldwide event. Even fans
that think baseball players are
nothing but steroid-pumped
jerks find themselves taking a
peek as the world’s best baseball
players square off against each
other in order to score home
field advantage for their league
in the World Series. Because so
many eyes will be on the event,
the All-Star Game puts Detroit
on stage and lets the world see
what it has to offer the game of
baseball. The stadium, the fans
and one lonely player (Pudge
Rodriguez) represent the Tigers.
With such a great turnout, hope
fully the world saw that Detroit
is not just known as ‘Hockeytown’ (by the way. great hockey

Campus View
Apartments & Townhomes

INDIVIDUAL
SPOTS OPEN
FOR FALL AND WINTER SEMESTERS

Mondays & Thursdays
(

III) and Azusa Pacific University
(NAIA).
“We are fortunate at Grand Val
ley State to have the support of an
outstanding administration, and
our coaches and student-athletes
are second to none" Selgo said.

Baseball returns to Detroit stage

Kantfjorn
IS RUNNING
TWICE A WEEK
STARTING
FALL '05

GVL Archive

Winners: GVSU claimed its second Directors Cup in two years.

season this year, boys), but that
it is also serious about baseball.
Hosting the All-Star game
can be thought of as a pay back
for the Detroit Tigers fans who
have endured many sub-par sea
sons. The method in which the
tickets were dispersed left long
time Tigers season-ticket hold
ers with the first shot at obtain
ing All-Star tickets. This filled
the stadium with the Detroit
faithful, giving them a treat they
deserved after being so loyal to
their team. It’s just a shame that
only Rodriguez made it on the
All-Star roster.
For one week, Detroit was
the capital of everything that is
baseball in this country. From
holding a game featuring all
the greatest prospects in the
minor leagues, to the main stage
All-Star Game, everything was
focused inside Detroit, some
thing that local fans have surely
missed. Never has such inten
sity and love for baseball been
around the city since the last
time the Tigers won the World
Series in 1984. The die-hard
Tigers fans want to see that kind
of intensity return for any hopes
in seeing a turnaround with the
Tigers.
Hopefully the All-Star break,
and glimpse at the greatest play
ers in the game will re-energize
both the Detroit Tigers and their
fans in order to bring Detroit
back up to being a city centered
around baseball, but not just
for a single week. With slow
transactions that will continue
to benefit the Tigers and some
promising prospects, the passion
for the Tigers may return sooner
than people think.
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Michigan’s Adventure Amuse
ment Park and Craig’s Cruisers.
“The weekends are the best
part,” said Luke Acaboard, a
senior camper from Muskegon
High. “We are like a giant fam
ily.”
Open to students at Central
and Union High School in Grand
Rapids, the Upward Bound pro
gram offers students an oppor
tunity to increase their chances
ot attending college, because
many participants are first-gen
eration college attendees. The
math and science portion of the
program is open to students in
Michigan, Minnesota, Wiscon
sin, Indiana, and Illinois.
For some students, giving
up a summer to attend class has
been the hardest part about the
program.
“1 know that I will appreci-

UPWARD
continued front page 4
them academically and per
sonally.
“I feel like he [a counselor)
is like my other brother from a
different mother,” Watson said.
“1 don’t have to talk to him
every day, but he feels like a
cousin.”
Students in the math and
science program spend the
weekends living on campus,
participating in various trips
and activities as a group. Trips
to Meijer on Fridays and trips
to the mall, movie theaters,
the beach or festivals are com
mon weekend getaways for the
group.
Over the July 4 weekend,
students visited the beach.

STEP

RADIO

continued from page 4

continued from page 8

help of experienced pilots.
“It was really fun | flying the
planes),” Hollis said. “Some
people got them up, we flew
them around, and then they
landed it for us.”
The goal of the camp was to
build the campers’ self-esteem,
self-confidence and to encour
age them to go into engineer
ing or math or science based
careers, said Jessica Rothe,
co-director of the program.
“It will open doors to more
possibilities,” Rothe said. “We
hope that in the future we will
see more diversity in these
fields, as opposed to maledominated, and add females
for a different perspective.”
In mixed company, girls
tend to step back, allowing
boys to do the work, and part
of the camp was to show the
girls that they can also ac
complish what males can. Dill
added.
“We push the concept that
girls can do well in these ca
reers and can do it,” she said.
Over 100 campers were eli
gible for the program and 83
were selected in a lottery for
either session of the camp.

at Grand Valley State Wom
en’s Basketball’ are all pro
grams that will air on WBBL.
The partnership could possibly
gain more of a fan base for the
GVSU athletic program which
has been recently labeled as
the top Division II athletic
program in the nation by be
ing awarded the 2005 NACDA
Director’s Cup for the second
year in a row.
“We are excited to part
ner with WBBL and Citadel
Broadcasting to assist us in en
hancing our growing fan base,”
GVSU Athletic Director Tim
Selgo told media. “WBBL will
be the foundation of the Grand
Valley State Sports Radio Net
work and we are pleased to
have the local sports leader as
the flagship station for Laker
Athletics.”
The programming on WBBL
reaches a potential 3.3 million
people in 29 counties.
“We are attracted to Grand
Valley State because of the lo
cal interest they have gener
ated by producing dominant,
top quality national sports pro
grams combined with a huge
alumni base in Grand Rapids,”
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ate it and it will help in the long
run, but I was thinking about
right now,” said Carter in refer
ence to her decision to apply to
the program.
The program has a lasting
affect on the students both per
sonally and academically, Wat
son said.
“I had a dynamic experience
in Upward Bound,” Watson
said. “For me, it was more like
a safe haven than a place to be
prepared. 1 spent my best sum
mers in it. Upward Bound took
college from a fantasy and made
it into a reality.”
Alexander added that the
program is also beneficial for
tutors and future teachers.
“It is a great experience to
work with a diverse group of
students,” Alexander said.

Made by students. Read by everyone.
Stations at a glance

On stands Thursday.

Citadel Broadcasting
Grand Rapids Stations
WTNR-FM 94.5
MLAV-FM 96.9
WKLQ-FM 107.3
WBBL-AM 1340

2005 Grand Valley
State Sports Affiliates

TRIO
continued from page 3

WBBL-AM 1340
(Grand Rapids)
WEFG-FM 97.5
(Muskegon)
WMFN-AM 640
(Zeeland-Grand Rapids)
WVFN-AM 730
(Lansing)

Citadel Broadcasting Regional
President Matthew Hanlon told
media. “As the ‘local sports
leader’ for the past 11 years,
WBBL 1340 AM is committed
to providing West Michigan
with the finest sports program
ming available and this part
nership makes perfect sense
for both parties.”

ron Zinnah, clinical pro
gram coordinator for Spectrum
Health. Zinnah, who participat
ed in the ESP. graduated with a
nursing degree from GVSU.
"This was very beneficial in
my life,” she said. “I hope the
future students can also find
this refuge and support.”
After its five year funding is
up. Hill plans to continue en
tering competitions to keep the
program running.
“Every day that I come into
work and talk to somebody, I
can help persuade them not to
drop out,” she said. “I don’t
know what kind of impact that’s
going to have, but I believe it
can have a great impact.”

Free Meals!!
Need Secret Shoppers
for Grand Rapids, Holland, Muskegon,
Mt. Pleasant, Lansing, Detroit
& Kalamazoo area restaurants

Must be between
the ages of 18-25
For more information
contact Alliance Service

adcoyle@gmail.com

We have opened reservations for the '05-'06 School Year.

FREE Pregnancy Testing
awesome

Options (616) 667-2200
'pregnancy support center

*

—

567 Baldwin in Jenison (across from Meijer/Fazoli's)
MAT 2 - 5 PM, W 10 - 1 PM, TH 6 - 9 PM
AH iervicey freer & conftdeextlai/

www. awesomeoptions. com

Cottonwo0</
Forest
Apartments

Apartment Lease Reservations
Now Available for
Summer '05 & '05 - '06 school year

Starting at $270.00/person

In Jenison (Near Meijer)

(based upon 2 person occupancy & one year lease)
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Model Open:
Monday - Friday 1-5:30 PM
Or call

457-3714

Walk out 2 bedroom/ 1 bath
Includes all utilities except electric
Includes carport
On-Site Laundry

On-Site management
24-hour emergency services
9 & 12 month lease options
15 minutes from both GSU campuses
%

www.cottonwoodforestapts.com
"Your home away from home"

Immediate Occupancy Also Available

@ THE LOFTS at HERITAGE TOWNE SQUARE
6J0l Lake Michigan Drive • Allendale, MI 49401

ECONOMICS

e engineering
616.895.2500
fax 616.895.2600

TOWNE SQUARE
Loft apartments starting at $699/month!!
in?
a Tt rove
r&AlUKLrO

1 and 2 Bedroom Loft Apartment Suites
Elevator and Controlled Access Entry
Ebony Appliance and Maple Cabinetry
Washer/Dryer Included
Deluxe Master Suites • Walk-In Closets
10’ Soaring Ceilings • Palatial Windows

Got Questions? Get Answers

@ your library'
www.gvsu.edu/library
616.331.3500 [Allendale]
616.331.7331 [Grand Rapids]
616.331.3928 [Holland]
616.331.5932 [CHS]
1.800.879.0581 [Off Campus]
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STOP IN TODAY TO
EXPERIENCE ALLENDALE’S
NEWEST APARTMENT CHOICE!

Upscale Retail and Office Space also awulMe for lease!
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Stbhiuse but true
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Three
years ago. Francine Corcoran set
out to walk every mile of the city’s
streets.
On Sunday, at the foot of the
Lake Street-Marshall Avenue
Bridge, she said she had reached
her goal.
“It’s no big thing — 1,071
miles — been there, done that,”
Corcoran, 55. said Friday as she
approached her personal finish
line.
About 15 friends showered
Corcoran with flowers and cham
pagne. She teared up. then ex
horted her friends to emulate her:
“Minneapolis is a beautiful city
— goon out there!”
Corcoran walked a few miles
a day, logging her progress with a
felt-tip highlighter on a city map
tacked to her basement wall.
Corcoran has made walking
part of her life since her-childhood
in Hokah in far southeastern Min
nesota. She regularly walks 3 miles
from her home in the Hiawatha
neighborhood to her job at the Col
lege of St. Catherine in St. Paul.
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)
— Farmer Amphol Wangboon
was hesitant to give up his beloved
Thong Khaow for marriage until
he found her the perfect match and
a dowry he couldn’t refuse: truckloads of fresh grass, hay, maize and
$2,400.

doned several blocks away nearly
six hours later, sheriff ’s spokes
man John Roach told the Detroit
Free Press. The suspect remained
at laige.
“It’s happened before other
times,” Dickerson said. “This gen
tleman has a rather small frame,
about 5 feet, 7 inches, and if the
cuffs are not on tight, they can slip
off.”
It was not clear where the depu
ties were at the time the cruiser was
driven away.

Sensations nightclub in Jackson
ville admitted to police that she
used a paddle drilled with holes
for less air resistance while the
two other dancers, Lisa Nolen,
23, and Charlene Smith. 23, used
the belt. The three women were
charged with misdemeanor battery
and they and two other club em
ployees, James Daugherty, 31. and
Dena Mitchell, 30, were charged
with participating in an obscene
performance at a live public show,
a felony punishable by up to 10
years in prison.
Investigators said the club has
agreed to discontinue all spank
ings. All five club employees were
arraigned Friday and received an
Aug. 4 court date in Pulaski Coun
ty District Court.

So Thong Khaow and her new
mate. Thong Kham — a pair of
rare dwarf Brahman cattle — were
married Sunday morning in a tra
ditional Thai ceremony featuring
a banquet for more than 2,000
human guests in central Sa Kaew
province. The animals wore silk
outfits and jasmine garlands. Other
beasts, including goats, also at
tended the wedding.
Amphol said Thong Kham’s
owner, Krachang Kanokprasert,
offered him the cash and the feed
dowry as part of the wedding fes
tivities.
“I wasn’t going to sell her
— she’s a special find — but Kra
chang said he would take care of
her and wanted the couple for a
display in front of his restaurant,”
Amphol said. “If he takes good
care of her, I don’t mind giving her
to him.”

FORT MYERS, Fla. (AP) - A
father and son are accused of stuff
ing envelopes — with more than
$200,000 in stolen stamps.
Joseph Robert Baker, 51, and
Matthew Robert Baker, 21, both of
Fort Myers, were indicted Tuesday
for the alleged thefts from June to
November 2004.
The men stole the stamps from
post offices in Florida, Ohio and
Kentucky to support their drug
habits. Chief Assistant U.S. Attor
ney Douglas Malloy said.
“They would go to the self-ser
vice areas of post offices, where
there are no attendants,” Malloy
said. “They’d grab an express mail
package, stuff as many stamps as
they could in it and then rush out.”
Surveillance videos linked the
men to the thefts, he said.
The men’s first court appearanc
es have not yet been scheduled.

HIGHLAND PARK. Mich
(AP) — Being handcuffed behind
his back wasn’t enough to stop a
vandalism suspect from driving
away in a Wayne County Sheriff’s
Department cruiser.
Deputies answered a call about
a man throwing rocks at a house
in Highland Park about 5:50 a.m.
Sunday, Deputy Chief Robert
Dickerson said. They interviewed
the alleged victim, then placed tra
ditional bracelet-style handcuffs
on the suspect and put him in the
back seat.
The man managed to drive
away, and the car was found aban

JACKSONVILLE, Ark. (AP)
— Three strippers and two night
club managers have been arrested
for allegedly spanking a trucker at
his 31 st birthday bash and severely
bruising his backside.
After his friends paid $25,
Keith Lowery was handcuffed and
spanked with a 3-foot-long paddle
and a belt while one of the strip
pers restrained his head with her
legs, investigators with the Pulaski
County Sheriff’s Office said.
Kelly Eslick, 21, a stripper at

GV Lanthorn sports quiz
season

occur?

1. Name the only baseball
player to make the All-Star
team from five different clubs.

4. Who holds the NBA record
for most consecutive games
with at least one 3-pointer?

7. Name the first filly to win
the Kentucky Derby.

2. Who was the last player
to lead a league in triples
and home runs in the same
season?

5. During the 1990s, how
many new teams were added
to the NHL?

By Chris Richcreek

3. Before the 2004 season,
name the last time the Florida
Gators football team failed
to win at least six Southeast
ern Conference games in a

On the tip
of your
tongue:
Trivia test
By Fin Rodriquez

“ CONHWITUtLX ID TN4TWS OUTRAGE TOTHE SUPREME.
COURT -9JT THEY'RE THE. ONBWHO WP THISTONt!"

1. LITERATURE: In which of
Shakespeare’s plays does the
character of Ophelia appear?
2. TELEVISION: On TV’s
“Malcolm in the Middle,” what
is the name of Malcolm’s oldest
brother?
3. MYTHOLOGY: Who was the
“All Father” of Norse mythol
ogy?
4. HISTORY: Who shared Time
magazine’s “Man of the Year”
award in 1972?
5. MOVIES: What was the name
of sophisticated mother cat in the
cartoon movie “The Aristocats”?
6 ARCHITECTURE: Who
designed St. Paul’s Cathedral in
London?
7. GEOGRAPHY: Where is
Gorky Park?
8. MEDICAL: What is the
mineral deficiency that generally
leads to anemia?
9. ENTERTAINERS. Which
comedian was- nicknamed “Mr.
Warmth"?
10. ANIMAL KINGDOM: What
is a zebu?
Answers
1. “Hamlet”
2. Francis
3. Odin
4. Richard Nixon and Henry
Kissinger
5. Duchess
6. Christopher Wren
7. Moscow
8. Iron
9. Don Rickies
10. Sacred ox of India

6. Earl Anthony twice won the
PBA National Championship
tournament (now known as
the PBA World Champion
ship) three years in a row.
When did the last set of years

4. Dana Barros with 89 (199496).
5. San Jose (1991), Ot
tawa (’92), Tampa Bay (’92),
Anaheim (’93), Florida (’93),
Nashville (’98) and Atlanta
(’99).
6. It was 1981-83. He also did
it in ‘73 through ‘75.

Answers:
1. Gary Sheffield (San Diego,
Florida, Los Angeles, Atlanta
and the New York Yankees).
2. Jim Rice of the Boston Red
Sox in 1978 (15 triples, 46
home runs).

7. Regret in 1915.

3. The Gators were 4-3 in
SEC games in 1989.

(c) 2005 King Features Synd.,
Inc.

King Crossword
ACROSS

1 Com holder
4 Mid-May honoree
7 Moan and
groan
11 Obsessed
captain
13 lazy river...”
14 Wheel-base
terminus
15 Old Italian
money
16 Monologue
component
17 Everything
else
18 Abbey occu
pants
20 Tale-teller
22 Listener
24 Snug hat for
women
28 Hardly luxuri
ous
32 Elevator stop
33 Rainbow
34 Petrol
36 Protracted
37 Orange
castoffs
39 Does acrobat
ics
41 Obtain by
coercion
43 Actress
Zadora
44 Menageries
46 On the (declining)
50 See 16-Across
53 •- the Dog"
55 Satan’s forte

1

2

3

11

■

15

7

13

14

16

17

29

t

10

25

26

27

47

48

49

32

30

34

33
37
41

44
50

51

46

52

54

56

57

59

60

56 It takes the
field
cake
7 “Baby Doll”
57 Geological
star (1956)
time
8 Evidence in
58 Fight the clock
the Borden
59 Shopper’s
trial
burdens
9 “Treasure
60 Back talk
Island" mono
61 Fresh
gram
10 Favorite
DOWN
12 Thirteens
Tranquil
19 Perched
Columbus’s
21 TV alien
place
23 Tatter
Farm structure 25 Beatnik’s
Oktoberfest
expletive
item
26 Sharpen
27 Work units
Unfaceted
gem
28 Foal’s father
David Blaine’s 29 Grand © 2005 King Features Synd., Inc.

(c) 2005 King Features Synd..
Inc.

9

21

18

28

8

55

61

30 Misbehavin’
31 Natalie’s dad
35 Dine
38 “No seats”
sign
40 Wrong (Pref.)
42 Beachgoer’s
item
45 Calcutta
cover-up
47 Terrible guy?
48 “Galloping
dominoes"
49 Dispatched
50 Occupation
51 Eggs
52 St. Bernard’s
load
54 Hiatus
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ad: $Luo extra. Deadline is 10

Ad Rates for Students,
Faculty and Staff
Classified rates for students,

Phone, Fax and Hours

any advertisement at any time and

$4 minimuni charge, then 15 cents

Telephone 616-331-2460, or leave

to place all advertisements under

To boldface, underfine, italicize or

a message on our after-hours
answering machine. Fax number is
616-331-2465. Office hours: 94,

capitalize words in your classified,

Monday through Friday.

advance.

proper classification

Advertising Deadlines
The copy deadline for classified

For Sale

advertising is at noon on Monday;

Housing

cents per additional word, payable

classified display advertising dead

Lost & Found

in advance. To boldface, italicize or

line is 10 a m. Monday. Bring or

Miscellaneous

capitalize words in your classified,

send your copy to the Grand Valley

Advertising Classifies*

add 10 cents per word. To box an

BIRTHDAYS

Commercial Rates
Classified word ads:First 20
words, $6 minimum charge, then 20

Employment

The Grand Valley Lanthom
reserves the right to edit or reject

faculty and staff: First 20 words,
per additional word, payable in

Birthdays

Standard of Acceptance

a.m Monday for that week’s issue.

Notices

add 10 cents per word. To box an

Lanthom, 100 Commons.

Personals

ad: $2.00 extra Classified display

All classifieds must be paid in

Roommates

rate is $8.75 per column inch.

advance, thank you, until credit is

uOftS.

Services

Automuive

Wanted

established.

can Seating 844 Broadway. 3 bedroom.

kitchen, Irving room, al hardwood

washer and dryer. Just off

1 bath for $800/month plus utilities. Cal

floors Off street pariong. Quiet envi

SL Contact Signd Hintz for questions or

Wish your friend a happy day. Tell the

Jeremy at 616-318-8703 (7/14)

ronment $650 per month, ndudes

details. (7/14)

world for just $3.00 (student pnang).

607 Hawthorn NE. Need 2 male room

utilities Linda 616451-3071.

Stop by the lanthom office, 100 Com

mates to share large apartment. $265-

mons, for more details, (tf)

275 per month, includes utilities. WalkHalf-Century Apartments — 16

FOR SALE

Jefferson SE Heritage Hill award
winning historical building in the

1995 Dodge Neon, purple, new engine

Heart of Downtown. Condo-rent

put in Feb. 2005, new brakes installed

als, newly remodeled, all utilities

July 2005. $1200 OBO 110,000 miles

included, security systems, off-

Call 734-646-6186(tf)

street parking, on-site laundry,
free trash pickup, and many ex
sities, shopping and downtown
entertainment. Rent $485-$505/

BARTENDERS WANTED $250/day

mo for 1 bedrooms, $700/mo. For

potential. No experience necessary.

2 bedrooms, $850/mo for 3 bed

Training provided. Age 18+ okay Call

rooms. Now taking reservations.

800-965-6520 ext 226 (7/14)

Call 616-677-3334 (7/14)

Looking for a summer job? Need extra
money per month? Need to pay off your
student loans? Not interested in the 9-5
corporate world? Call today to get ac
cess to a Live Online Webcast Presen
tation. Thousands possible per month.
Contact Amy Thome at 616-915-7576
(7/14)

731 Turner near Grand Valley newly

able in August. 6165662076 (7/14

tion and an application, stop by
the Lanthorn at 100 Commons
or e-mail

business@lanthorn.

rooms.

Completely remodeled

from East Town to Downtown.

Tell your lover you love 'em. Wish

Visit our website today and go on

a friend good luck. Put it in writing.

a virtual tour,

Lanthom personals are a great way to

www.american-re-

let someone know you care. Call 616

alty.net (7/14)

331-2460 for more information, (tf)

remodeled 3 bedroom new carpet.
$800/month 616452-1970 and 616

Jenison Townhouse, 2 Bedroom, 1 1/2

581-2666. (7/14)

baths, Washer/dryer, central air, dish
washer, quiet, 667-1210, 454-0754,

LOST & FOUND
Lost and Found ads are FREE for the

King Crossword —

first insertion!! 25 words maximum. E-

457-3158(8/22)

mail lanthom@gvsu.edu

3 bedroom, 1 bath. 2 stall garage No
pets $695/month plus deposit. Call Jim

Trailer, 1988 skyline 14x80, 3 bed

at 616534-0655 (7/14)

room, 2 bath, $7,000, Knoxville Estates

Answers

NOTICES

(231)8763034. (7/14)

READERS CAUTION

1 bedroom apt. Available now 2 miles
from Grand Valley All utilities included

Apartment for Rent - 2 bedroom

Ads appearing on this page may in

Except telephone, electric and cable

apartment, off street parking available,

volve a charge for phone calls, book

Safe and quiet neighborhood. 616566

available August 1st. 616954-2610,

lets, information, CODs, etc. Reply with

2076 or 6167460619 (7/14)

$600 + utilities per month, Downtown

caution, (tf)

Grand Rapids
For Rent

ing distance to downtown campus.

4 bedroom duplex. 2 miles from GVSU.

Linda 616451-3071.

Good, quiet neighborhood. Nice and

718 Fountain. Living room, formal din

dean Available immediately 616566

ing room, modem kitchen, 3 bedroom,

2076 and/or 6167460619. (7/14)

COMPLIMENTARY MOVIE PASSES!

1 bath, off street parking. $300 per per
son, utilities included. 2 Male Room

4 rooms for rent, quiet country home in

mates needed. Linda 616451-3071 or

central location. 4 miles from Allendale

Nick 616-366-1545

campus. 9 miles from downtown cam

719 Lockwood. 2 bedroom, 1 bath,

pus. $35Q/month indudes utilities and

Han thorn
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO
A SPECIAL SCREENING!

The Lanthorn is currently looking

school year. For more informa

PERSONALS

Great Student Homes 3-6 bed

1 bedroom apartment. 2 miles from GV.

for cartoonists, writers and dis
tribution staff for the upcoming

Leonard

Good location Clean and quiet. Avail

tras. Close to all college, univer

EMPLOYMENT

of

Duplex for Rent

Duplex for rent 48th and '/an Buren
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In Debt?
Are your bills adding up?
Are tuition fees too high?
Call American Finance toll free

Mystery Shoppers Needed for work
at local stores. No exp req’d/Training

1 888 524-1187
-

provided, Up to $19 per hour. Immed

-

openings, FT/PT Call 1-8868964124
(7/14)

HOUSING

Law School

Apartment for rent. Across from Amen-

dge

FREE Seminar
N E luff A R

Learn inside tips on law school admissions,
score-raising LSAT' strategies, and career
opportunities from a panel of admissions experts.

i

-* wMilf ,

GVSU-Pew Campus,
Devos Center
Room 119E
July 19th,6pm-8pm

»£ %

%

Get the edge on law school admissions.
Register for this free event today!
1 -800-KAP-TEST

For tickets and showtimes visit

dnemark.com

kaptest.com/ edgeevents

Baseball has rules. Meet the exceptions

Test Prep and Admissions

ffhib (Here rtgrtti to nant FIFE showtime ns anwl1

BILLY BOB THORNTON

*LSAT is t registered trademark of the Law School Admission Council.

$1 off any CD, DVD, or Video
Game $7.99 and up.
We Pay Cash for CDs,
DVDs, Video Games,
and Systems

this

CD Exchange

(616) 399-B384 12465 James Street, Holland MI 49424
Corner of US-31 and James St., Next door to Play-It-Again Sports

■jmcTum i ra-wrrT

summn

The first 50 people to stop by The Lanthorn office
with valid student ID and receive a pass good for two!
No purchase necessary, while supplies last. Limit one prize per person.
Employees of The Lanthom, Solomon Friedman Entertainment and Paramount Pictures are not eligible to win.

OPENS IN THEATERS JULY 22NO.
Lake Michigan Drive Apartments

THE SALVATION ARMY

^Spacious Floor Plan

"Quiet, Convenient, Connected"

*F-ligh Speed Internet Included
*ln Building Laundry

25% off

* 10-12 Month Leases Available
*Great Tenant Value

or Students on Tuesdays at 4281 28th St.
or Students on Wednesday at 1491 Division St.

*Most Utilities Included
^Conveniently Located by Campus
^Convenient Bus Access

Student I.D. Required

1491 Division Street
Grand Rapids, Ml 49507
I

4415 Lake Michigan Dr.
Allendale, Ml 49401

616-892-9400
i
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The Muskegon Summer Celebration drew more than
100,000 people during its n-day run. Pictured
counterclockwise from top are country music star Brad
Paisley, the front-row audience at one of the shows,
Gavin DeGraw and guitarist Neal Schon of Journey
DeGraw was part of the July 4 celebration. The event
at Heritage Landing in downtown Muskegon also
featured Los Lonely Boys, Boyz 11 Men, Seether, Smokey
Robinson, Rick Springfield, Styx, Whitesnake
and Collective Soul.

Getting patriotic:
Fourth of July fes
tivities kicked off
in Allendale with
a parade through
the GVSU campus.
Following the pa
rade, people had
the opportunity to
go to the Township
Park for many ac
tivities including a
chicken barbecue,
kids' rides, tractor
pull, a Warped
Wings Aerial
Show, creative
chainsaw carving
and an Allendale
Ido! performance.
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